
BUILDING INNOVATION:
TRANSFORMING 

NYC’S BUIILDINGS 
TOWARDS

CLIMATE RESILIENCE



NYC’S BUILDINGS MUST 
TRANSFORM OVER THE NEXT 30 
YEARS
>>>Consume less energy 
>>>Emit less greenhouse gas
>>>Resilient to a changing climate



TO HELP RETROFIT BUILDINGS! 



Climate Policy and Programs
+ many city 
departments

Buildings
City Planning 
New York City Housing Authority
Citywide Administrative Services
School Construction Authority
Economic Development Corporation
Housing Preservation & Development
Design & Construction
Health & Hospitals



TOPICS FOR TODAY
What climate vulnerabilities threaten NYC’s buildings? 

What is the scale of NYC’s building stock transformation? 

What are the challenges facing climate retrofits in NYC?

What are some promising opportunities to accelerate retrofits?
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Median building age citywide is 90 years

Many predate the city’s first building code in 1938, with 
major updates in 1968, 2008 and 2014

Sources: https://www.renthop.com/studies/nyc/building-age-and-rents-in-new-york
One City Built to Last Technical Working Group Report, 2016
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Buildings by year built or significant alteration
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82,736 new building & major alteration permits since Oct 2012 
(Hurricane Sandy)

= 291 million sq ft of floor area
= 411,700 new dwelling units

Source: NYC Department of Buildings
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520 miles of coastline; more than Miami, Boston, San 
Francisco, Los Angeles combined



10.29.2012

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there another way to convey this point, e.g. from NPCC?Do we want to add a single slide after this on the IPCC 1.5 report?[Total, national economic impact of 9/11 attacks estimated to be $50-$100B in 2001 dollars. See: http://create.usc.edu/sites/default/files/publications/totaleconomicconsequencesofterroristattacks-insightsfrom9_0.pdf]Source: SwissRE Expected Loss Modeling (SIRR, p 33-36)



HURRICANE SANDY 
CAUSED UNPRECEDENTED 
DAMAGE…

51 sq mi flooded (17% of NYC)

44 lives lost

$19 billion in damage and lost 
economic activity

2 million New Yorkers left without 
power for several weeks



…AND EXPOSED A 
BROADER 
VULNERABILITY

100-year floodplain in FEMA 2007 Flood 
Insurance Rate Maps
Sandy Inundation Area beyond 100-year 
floodplain

Area flooded was 1.5x the 100-year floodplain 
defined on flood insurance maps.

30,000 damaged single-family homes
25,000 damaged two-family homes
5,000 damaged 3-5 family homes
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THE INTENSITY AND IMPACTS 
OF MAJOR STORMS WILL 
INCREASE

By the 2050s, a Sandy-like storm could 
cause $90 billion in damage and economic 
loss – nearly five times Sandy’s impact.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is there another way to convey this point, e.g. from NPCC?Do we want to add a single slide after this on the IPCC 1.5 report?[Total, national economic impact of 9/11 attacks estimated to be $50-$100B in 2001 dollars. See: http://create.usc.edu/sites/default/files/publications/totaleconomicconsequencesofterroristattacks-insightsfrom9_0.pdf]Source: SwissRE Expected Loss Modeling (SIRR, p 33-36)



COASTAL STORMS ARE NOT  THE ONLY 
CLIMATE HAZARD WE MUST PREPARE FOR

Max wind speed 
increase from 80mph to 

110mph
by 2050s 

COASTAL STORMS

COASTAL STORMS:
SURGE + WIND

Birmingham, 
Alabama-type
heat & humidity 

by 2050s

TEMPERATURE

EXTREME TEMPS:
HEAT WAVES 

Up to

30 in
sea level rise 

by 2050s

SEA LEVEL RISE

SEA LEVEL RISE:
TIDAL FLOODING

4-11%
increase in avg. 

precipitation
by 2050s

PRECIPITATION

CLOUDBURST STORMS:
INLAND FLOODING

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NPCC predicts a “warmer and wetter” future climate, with more extreme events of all kinds…



VULNERABILITY 
INCREASES AS SEA 
LEVELS RISE

FEMA 2015 100-year Floodplain 
2020s 100-year Floodplain 
2050s 100-year Floodplain 
2080s 100-year Floodplain 
2100s 100-year Floodplain 

400,000 New Yorkers live in the 
floodplain, about the same population as 
New Orleans or Tampa.

2,400 buildings built in the current 
floodplain since Oct 2012
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Source: New York City Panel on Climate Change



COMMERICAL AND 
INDUSTRIAL USES ARE 
ALSO VULNERABLE
3,900 retail businesses, employing 67,000 
people, are in the floodplain.  
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Sources: Resilient Retail; Resilient Industry



BLUE-SKY TIDAL FLOODING OCCURRING IN 
SOME COASTAL NEIGHBOHOODS ALREADY

Average tidal conditions

King tide/sea level rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“We know that some Jamaica Bay communities, like XYZ, were inundated during Sandy with surge flooding up to XY feet. But flooding is unfortunately a very common experience in many of these neighborhoods.”



PART OF THE CITY’S COASTLINE WILL 
EXPERIENCE DAILY FLOODS BY 2050

High tide 2020
High tide 2050
At risk shorelines

Miles of coastline 
at risk

Bronx 6.2
Brooklyn 11.5
Manhattan 1.3
Queens 21.4
Staten Island 2.6
Total 43
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Tidal flooding impacts streets and basements, weakens 
wood-frame structures, interferes with building systems, and 
impacts the habitability of coastal neighborhoods. 

520 miles total coastline 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
*the threat is regular (daily and weekly) high tide flooding*flooding is more significant in certain places due to land use characteristics*amount of overtopping varies by location



EXTREME RAIN RISK  IS A YEAR-
ROUND THREAT IN NYC
Cloudbursts can overload storm drainage 
systems, causing inland flooding. 

Islip, NY 2014 after two hours of intense rain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
August 2014: Islip, LI received 13” in less than 24 hours.



HIGH TEMPERATURES POSE 
THE GREATEST IMMEDIATE 
RISK TO LIFE AND SAFETY
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US Fatalities by Hazard, 2006-2015

Source: NOAA National Weather Service, 2016
Cool Neighborhoods NYC, 2017

U.S. fatalities by hazard, 2006-2015

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo caption: An elderly woman faints from heat on New York City's Upper East Side in 2011. Photo from New York Daily News/Marcus Santos.



NEIGHBORHOOD AND 
BUILDING 
CHARACTERISTICS 
EXACERBATE HEAT WAVES
Physical environment and 
demographics overlap in 
disadvantaged neighborhoods

Low vulnerability

High vulnerability

Heat Vulnerability Index
Non-residential

Source: Cool Neighborhoods NYC, 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The strengthening of social networks and planning within a community are critical to enhancing resiliency. This can entail building relationships with neighbors as well as the availability of adequate neighborhood gathering and resource centers. 



HEAT WAVES ARE RISKIEST 
FOR THE ELDERLY, POOR 
AND SICK

Seniors without air conditioning
25-43%
14-25%
5-14%
No data

Indoor temperatures can be 20°F 
hotter than outdoor temperatures in 
the absence of air conditioning.

85% of heat-related deaths occur after 
exposure to heat inside the home. 



GROUNDWATER TABLE IS 
RISING WITH SEA LEVEL

2100 Groundwater Impacts

Dynamics of groundwater table rise on 
utilities and buildings is under study

Source: AECOM, Assuming utility depths of 4ft below ground



CLIMATE SCIENCE AND CLIMATE 
ADAPTATION ARE DEVELOPING 
FIELDS, BUT WE CAN SAY WITH 
CONFIDENCE:

NEW YORKERS ARE ALREADY EXPERIENCING DISRUPTION 
AND HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS TODAY

THE POTENTIAL FOR DAMAGE, DISPLACEMENT, AND LOSS 
OF LIFE IN COMING DECADES IS SIGNIFICANT

OUR WORK IS URGENT, IMMEDIATE, AND LONG-TERM

CLIMATE UNCERTAINTY MEANS WE MUST CONTINUALLY 
PLAN, ACT, EVALUATE AND ADJUST



NYC’S EXISTING BUILDINGS MUST 
TRANSFORM TO BECOME 
CLIMATE CHANGE RESILIENT



NYC’S GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

73% 21% 5% Fossil fuel combustion in buildings 
produces greenhouse gas and must be 
reduced

Source: One City Built to Last, 2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Approximately 40 percent of New York State’s GHG emissions are generated in New York City, which is by far the state’s largest urban area. Because of our extensive transit system and low private vehicle use, the energy used in buildings accounts for 73 percent of citywide GHG emissions, which is well above the national average of 40 percent attributed to buildings



2014
PlaNYC: NYC’s 

Pathways to Deep 
Carbon Reductions

2014
One City Built 

to Last

2016
OneNYC 2016 

Progress Report

2016
2014 Inventory of 

NYC GHG emissions

2016
One City: Built to Last 

Technical Working 
Group Report

2015
One New York: The Plan 
for a Strong and Just City

2016
Integrated 80x50 Action 

Plan

80% carbon 
reduction 
by 2050

NYC’S STRATEGY FOR REDUCING GREENHOUSE GAS 
EMISSIONS IN BUILDINGS



2015
~5.4billion ft2

Approximately 1 
million buildings 

Approximately 1.03 
million buildings 

~7% existing 
buildings 

demolished

~70,000 new 
buildings  
replacing 

demolished 
buildings

~8,000-30,000 
new buildings on 

vacant lots

Existing 
buildings

Existing 
buildings

2050
~5.8billion ft2

New
buildings

~78,000-100,000
new buildings between 2015 and 2050

(+460 million square feet)

Source: One City Built to Last, 2016

~930,000 existing 
buildings remain in 2050

Source: One City Built to Last, 2016



URBAN RESILIENCE
The capacity of individuals, 
communities, institutions, 
businesses, and systems within a 
city to survive, adapt, and grow no 
matter what kinds of chronic 
stresses and acute shocks they 
experience.

Milan, Italy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A resilient city survives and thrives no matter what challenges it faces. Photo: Milan, Italy



Shocks and stresses can bring opportunities for cities to evolve, 
and in some circumstances, transform.

Shock or Stress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A shock or stress leading a city to complete failure is not inevitable. Shocks and stresses can bring opportunities for cities as well. The experience may enable them to adapt, and in some cases, transform. 100RC has recognized resilience as a critical urban agenda, and an opportunity for cities – particularly rapidly growing cities - to ensure that their development can enhance rather than undermine their resilience.Resilience doesn’t just involve better understanding of hazards, risk assessments and taking action to reduce losses. It includes tackling underlying vulnerability and strengthening the city’s ability to withstand, recover from, and adapt to whatever shocks and stresses the future holds. This is demonstrated by the decline of the US City of Detroit, Michigan, which was overly reliant on a single industry as its economic base. The city’s failure to diversify its economic base meant that alternative options were not available to employers and employees when one industry began to decline. Like Detroit, many large cities such as Mumbai and Barcelona were once major centres of manufacturing. Both cities have evolved over time to absorb the decline of their manufacturing base with new industries such as tourism, culture, media and information technology to continue to thrive today.A city’s wealth is not necessarily a defining factor of its resilience as relatively poor cities can also make choices that build resilience. Gorakhpur, India, is working to build resilience at a district level in response to annual waterlogging in poorer parts of the city. It is often the poorest residents that are most impacted by the city’s regular flooding, which often result from the obstruction to the city’s waterways. By improving solid waste management practices to unblock drains, and increasing drainage of waterlogged areas, the city has reduced the direct risk of flooding. In addition this has reduced incidences of diseases such as malaria and Japanese encephalitis that are spread by vectors that breed in waterlogged areas. 



Source: Joseph Fiksel

RESILIENCE & SUSTAINABILITY

More resilient
(adaptive capacity)

More sustainable
(resource productivity)

Less sustainable

Less resilient

Diesel backup
Desalination
Redundancy

Nuclear energy
Rain harvesting
Lean production

Onsite solar 
generation + storage

Grey water use
Distributed assets

Corn ethanol
Bottled water

Business as usual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although resilience incorporates notions of sustainability, it goes beyond these concepts because of the holistic and proactive approach it embodies. While sustainability is about putting the world into long-term balance amidst the depletion of natural resources, resilience looks for ways to make systems endure and even thrive in an imbalanced world. Resilience is also broader than Disaster recovery, as the latter concept is about reducing the damage caused by natural hazards while resilience is about developing a proactive and integrated plan addressing both shocks and stresses, from natural disasters and to adverse socio-economic trends.�In essence, resilience doesn’t involve merely coping and adaptive strategies, but also transformative actions to make cities better, for both the short and long-term, in the good times and bad.



FIVE CHALLENGES FACING 
RETROFITS AT SCALE



Investments in climate resilience can facilitate
avoided cost savings and several co-benefits, 
however these can be difficult to quantify and 
usually don’t have immediate payoff (like 
investments in energy efficiency).

NIBS reports that society saves $6 for every $1 
spent through federally-sponsored climate 
resilience retrofit programs. 

34

1. MOST CLIMATE RESILIENCE RETROFITS LACK IMMEDIATE 
FINANCIAL INCENTIVE

More 
resilient

More sustainable

Retrofits that achieve co-benefits in 
both sustainability and resilience

Source: Natural Hazard Mitigation Saves: 2017 Interim Report. National Institute of Building Sciences, Dec 2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The economics of resiliency are often calculated in terms of costs avoided. Avoided costs can significantly outweigh up-front cost. FEMA reports that every $1 invested in preparedness can yield as much as $4 in avoided costs. Other studies suggest the benefit-cost ratio can range as high as 64:1. These expected cost savings are more difficult to accurately quantify than energy efficiency savings, but that doesn’t mean they don’t exist. Reference: Enhancing Resilience in Boston: A Guide for Large Buildings and Infrastructure, Feb 2015



2. MANY OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSEHOLDS IN THE FLOODPLAIN 
FACE FINANCIAL BURDENS

Source:  Flood Insurance in New York City Following Hurricane Sandy, RAND, 2013
One City Built to Last 

< $25K
7%

$25K to 50K
16%

$50K to 75K
14%

$75K to 100K
13%

$100K to 150K
19%

>= $150K
31%

37% earn <$75K

Limited ability to undertake major retrofits or 
pay annual flood insurance premiums.

Urban heat increases air conditioner use and 
exacerbates energy costs.

$94 

$114 $120 

Median monthly utility costs per household

Annual median income for households in owner-
occupied homes in the floodplain

2002      2012      2016

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From a prior study RAND did for the city, we know roughly one-quarter of households in the high-risk areas of the preliminary FIRM earn less than $50,000Area Medium Income in NYC is about $65,000 in 2015. So 80% of AMI would be $52,000 (this is the highest cutoff for eligibility for HUD programs)The same study found that approximately 60% of owner-occupied homes in the high-risk area hold a mortgage and so would be subject to the mandatory purchase requirement�



3. INSUFFICIENT AWARENESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE HAZARDS 
AND RISKS

HOMEOWNERS/RENTERS/INSURANCE INDUSTRY [DEMAND]

BUILDING DESIGNERS/CONTRACTORS/SUBCONTRACTORS [SUPPLY]
1. Knowledge gaps regarding climate risks and implications on building design
2. Few resilience strategies address multiple climate risks that will occur during a 

building’s lifecycle
3. Silos prevent information transfer regarding climate risks and retrofit strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add some talking points



HOMEOWNERS/RENTERS/INSURANCE INDUSTRY [DEMAND]

BUILDING DESIGNERS/CONTRACTORS/SUBCONTRACTORS [SUPPLY]
1. Knowledge gaps regarding climate risks and implications on building design
2. Few resilience strategies address multiple climate risks that will occur during a 

building’s lifecycle
3. Silos prevent information transfer regarding climate risks and retrofit strategies

1. Many homeowners remain uninformed about present or future climate change risks 
and don’t purchase flood insurance.

2. Insurance premium credits often don’t offset construction costs or reflect 
avoided losses enabled by climate resilience retrofits. 

3. Property sellers lack sufficient incentive to disclose climate risks to buyers. 

3. INSUFFICIENT AWARENESS OF CLIMATE CHANGE HAZARDS 
AND RISKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add some talking points



Coastal Storms: Surge + Wind

Sea Level Rise: Tidal Flooding

Cloudburst Storms: Inland Flooding

Extreme Temperatures: Heat Waves + Cold Snaps

Groundwater Table Rise: Coastal + Inland Flooding
Source: New York City Panel on Climate Change

4. DIFFERENT CLIMATE CHALLENGES REQUIRE DIFFERENT 
RETROFIT PATHWAYS



5. DIFFERENT TYPOLOGIES REQUIRE DIFFERENT RETROFIT PATHWAYS

1. One-to-Four Family Home

2. Multifamily, Pre-War, 
≤7 stories

5. Commercial, Pre-War, ≤ 7 
stories

6. Commercial, Pre-War, > 7 
stories

7. Commercial, Post-War, > 7 
stories

8. Commercial tower

3. Multifamily, Post-war, > 
7 stories

4. Multifamily, Post-war, > 
7 stories

Multifamily, 5+ units Commercial/mixed useOne- to four-family

Presenter
Presentation Notes
39% of the country’s population lives in urban coastal areas, and is increasing. Incorporate other slide that includes other places. 



71,500 residential buildings in the floodplain, 
85% built before 1983
532 million sq ft interior space
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Source: Retrofitting Buildings for Flood Risk, 2014

Brooklyn
38%

Bronx
6%

Manhattan
4%

Queens
35%

Staten Island
17%

Share of the 71,500 residential buildings in the floodplain



~ 37% of buildings in the floodplain are 1-4 
family, detached buildings on lots wider than 
20 feet. 

Source: Retrofitting Buildings for Flood Risk, 2014

Generally these can benefit from flood 
insurance credits for:  
1. Installing food vents/wet flood proofing
2. Raising machinery and equipment 
3. Infilling basement
4. Elevating structure

5. DIFFERENT TYPOLOGIES REQUIRE DIFFERENT RETROFIT PATHWAYS



Source: Resilient Neighborhoods, East Village, Lower East 
Side, Two Bridges, 2016

5. DIFFERENT TYPOLOGIES REQUIRE DIFFERENT RETROFIT PATHWAYS

~ 63% of residential 
buildings in the 
floodplain require 
retrofits that are 
generally not eligible 
for flood insurance 
credits.

Many suffer from 
deferred 
maintenance.



OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLIMATE 
RESILIENCE



1. NYC’s regulatory framework
2. FloodHelpNY.org
3. RetrofitNY
4. NYC Retrofit Accelerator & Carbon Challenge

OPPORTUNITIES FOR CLIMATE 
RESILIENCE



1. NYC’s REGULATORY FRAMEWORK: CLIMATE RESILIENCE



1. NYC’s REGULATORY FRAMEWORK: BUILDING REGULATIONS

1. Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
determine where floodplain 
regulations apply

2. National Flood Insurance 
Program sets insurance rates 
depending on building elevation 
and other requirements

3. Construction Standards 
(ASCE 24) mandate special 
requirements for flood hazard 
areas

1. Building Code requires new 
buildings and substantial 
improvements to meet FEMA 
standards

2. Zoning accommodates these 
regulations and improves 
neighborhood character

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a few levels of regulation involved in floodplain construction: On the federal level: FEMA plays 2 roles that are interrelated.• The Federal Emergency Management  Agency (FEMA) creates Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs) that show the extent and elevation of the 1% and 0.2% annual chance floodplains.AND• administers the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) which encourages building elevation and other retrofits through premium reductionsOn the municipal level: • New York City’s Building Code has a section on Flood Resistant Construction (Appendix G) that applies to new or substantially improved buildings within that 1% annual chance or 100 year floodplain "any reconstruction, rehabilitation, addition or other improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 50 percent of the market value of the structure before the "start of construction" of the improvement.• The Department of City Planning’s role in floodplain regulation is to create and update zoning, which influences the size and use of buildings, so that it can accommodate flood resilient building regulation. 



CLIMATE RESILIENCY DESIGN GUIDELINES
NYC-specific guidance for climate-resilient design in new 
city capital projects, including buildings, infrastructure, and 
landscapes.

Building Code and 
Engineering Standards

HISTORIC 
CLIMATE DATA

FUTURE-LOOKING 
CLIMATE DATA

Climate Resiliency 
Design Guidelines

City agency design 
process



2. FloodHelpNY
Flood risk education and information website, with address 
search tool that locates users on the flood insurance map 
and a rate calculator. Launched Oct 2016. 

Portal for a Home Resiliency Audit program which offers 
eligible owners a free on-site engineering consultation, a 
customized menu of resilience retrofit options, and flood 
insurance counseling.

Resilience benefits targeted to properties vulnerable to 
coastal storms and tidal flooding. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal legislation has made two major changes to the National Flood Insurance Program – in 2012 Congress voted to end subsidized rates, which means significant increases for properties located in high risk flood zones.  In 2014, the Homeowner Affordability Act moved to cap those increases at 18-percent a year… this chart shows what 18-percent increases could look like for this homeowner whose property is moving from outside the flood zone into the flood zone in the new maps.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal legislation has made two major changes to the National Flood Insurance Program – in 2012 Congress voted to end subsidized rates, which means significant increases for properties located in high risk flood zones.  In 2014, the Homeowner Affordability Act moved to cap those increases at 18-percent a year… this chart shows what 18-percent increases could look like for this homeowner whose property is moving from outside the flood zone into the flood zone in the new maps.  



Residential Technical Assistance Pilot Program

51

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Center for New York City Neighborhoods has made an online tool that can help you figure out where you are located on the current and 2016 flood map.  Counselors from CNYCN are also in the Build it Back center and can help you understand your flood insurance needs and whether elevating your home is the right thing to do for you.  



52

1. FloodHelpNY RISK AWARENESS CAMPAIGN



From 2012 - 2018, National Flood Insurance Policy 
enrollments in NYC grew 58 percent, from 32,725 to 54,978.

57 percent of 2018 policies are in the X zone (in the 500-year 
floodplain without flood insurance requirements), indicating 
that awareness is spreading.

2. FloodHelpNY



Cost-effective, deep energy retrofit of 
multifamily buildings with residents in place

Potential resilience benefits for extreme 
temperatures

3. RetrofitNY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RetrofitNY is a NYSERDA initiative funded through Low to Moderate Income Chapter of Clean Energy FundRetrofit multifamily affordable housing to net zero energy performance levels with residents in place



Air sealed & high performance building envelope
Panelized construction
Site applied façade 
High performance windows & doors

Efficient mechanical & ventilation systems
Electrified buildings
Heat pump technology 
Energy recovery ventilation

On-site energy generation
Solar PV

3. RetrofitNY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basic strategy for net zero design



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Partnership with NYSERDALeveraging PH community 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to utilize standardization and innovation through industrial process to drive cost compression to drive adoption at scale.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to utilize standardization and innovation through industrial process to drive cost compression to drive adoption at scale.
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Four stories 
(46 units)

Six stories (21 units) 

Five stories 
(42 Units) 3. RetrofitNY



Could this retrofit facilitate 
“passive thermal survivability” 

during extended periods of 
temperature extremes with 

no/minimal power? 

Human habitability in temperature and 
humidity extremes

Source: NASA

3. RetrofitNY



4. NYC RETROFIT ACCELERATOR/CARBON CHALLENGE

Public-private partnerships to advance retrofits of NYC’s 
building stock, with advice for energy efficiency retrofits 
and consideration for heat and flood vulnerabilities. 



Free Help. Simple Fixes. Big Results.
NYC Retrofit Accelerator’s Efficiency Advisors will:

• Work with you one-on-one to understand your needs

• Connect you with qualified contractors to do the job

• Find cash incentives and financing to help pay for your upgrades

• Train your building staff so your building continues to run efficiently

• Support you every step of the way from project start to finish

63

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NYC Retrofit Accelerator offers free, personalized advisory services that streamline the process of making energy efficiency improvements to reduce operating costs, enhance tenant comfort, and improve the environment. 



Initiated Sept 2015. Expanding in 2019. 

As of October 2018: 
 5,193 buildings engaged (mainly large multifamily 

buildings, including those with heat and flooding 
risks)

 1,934 retrofits under construction or completed

Top retrofits include:
 Lighting
 Fuel switching
 Heating distribution system
 Water conservation
 Building envelope

4. NYC RETROFIT ACCELERATOR/CARBON CHALLENGE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal of the program is to expand the market of energy retrofits. The lighting and water conservation retrofits are the low hanging fruit that provides an entrée into energy retrofits. 



 Major building owners/tenants commit to reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions by 30% or more in ten years

 Launched 2007 with 2018 progress report

 Participants represent 510 million sq ft of real estate, 9% 
of city-wide built floor area:

18 universities 
9   hospital organizations 
41 commercial tenants
13 commercial building owners
22 residential management firms
19 hotels

4. NYC RETROFIT ACCELERATOR/CARBON CHALLENGE



TO HELP RETROFIT BUILDINGS! 
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